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This paper presents the on�the��y generalization results with the GAP�
tree �Generalized Area Partitioning� implementation applied to two large
scale topographic data sets� vGBKN ����			 and Top�	vector ���	�			�
Applying the GAP�tree
 it is now possible to interactively browse through
these spatial data sets at medium �����			 and even small � ���		�			
scales� In addition to the test results and implementation of standard
GAP�tree
 an extension is described based on adding parallel lines to the
GAP�tree for linear features such as roads and waterways� This enables
better
 more smooth
 enlargements of these features required at smaller
scales� Further
 a new method is given to build a GAP�tree representation
for a very large data set based on a non�quadtree like divide�and�conquer
technique�
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� Introduction

The advent of Geographic Information Systems
�GISs� has changed the way people use maps or
geographic data� The modern information sys�
tems enable browsing through geographic data
sets by selecting �types of� objects and displaying
them at di�erent scales� However� just shrinking
the objects when the user zooms out� will result
in a poor map� This map would also be slow to
produce� because it contains too much informa�
tion� Not only should the objects be shrunken�
but they should also be displayed with less detail
�because of the smaller scale�� Further� less sig�
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ni	cant objects should be omitted at all� because
they do not serve the map at the displayed smaller
scale� A simple solution is to store the map at dif�
ferent scales �or level of details�� This would intro�
duce redundancy with all related drawbacks
 pos�
sible inconsistency and increased memory usage�
Therefore� the geographic data should be stored
in an integrated manner without redundancy� and
if required� supported by a special data structure�

Detail levels are closely related to cartographic
map generalization techniques� The concept of
on�the��y map generalization ��� is very di�erent
from the implementation approaches described in
the paper of M�uller et al�
 batch and interactive

generalization ���� The term batch generalization
is used for the process in which a computer gets
an input data set and returns an output data set
using algorithms� rules� or constraints �� without
the intervention of humans� This in contrast to in�
teractive generalization ��ampli	ed intelligence��
in which the user interacts with the computer to
produce a generalized map� On�the��y map gen�
eralization does not produce a second data set� as



this would introduce redundant data� It tries to
create a temporary generalization� e�g�� to be dis�
played on the screen� from one detailed geographic
database� The quick responses� required by the in�
teractive users of a GIS� demand the application
of speci	c data structures� because otherwise the
generalization would be too slow for reasonable
data sets� Besides being suited for map general�
ization� these data structures must also provide
spatial properties� e�g�� it must be possible to 	nd
all objects within a speci	ed region e�ciently� The
name of these types of data structures is reactive
data structures ���� ��� ����

The GAP�tree� a reactive data structure suited
for area partitionings� is described in Section �
based on ���� The implementation of the GAP�
tree �Section �� is evaluated with two data sets

vGBKN and Top��vector� see Section � Some
improvements for the GAP�tree are given in Sec�
tion �� Finally� conclusions are given in Section �
along with some indications of future work�

� The GAP�tree

An area partitioning� where each point in the �D
domain belongs to exactly one of the area features�
is often used as a map basis� Some problems occur
when applying generalization techniques


�� Simpli�cation� Independent line generaliza�
tion of the boundaries of two neighboring
area features might result in ugly maps be�
cause the area features may now have over�
laps and�or gaps� A solution for this problem
is to use a topological data structure and ap�
ply line generalization to the common edges�

�� Selection� Leaving out an area will produce
a map with a hole which is of course unac�
ceptable� No obvious solution exists for this
problem�

The gap introduced by leaving out the least im�
portant area feature must be 	lled again� The
best results will be obtained by 	lling the gap
with neighboring features� This can be easy in
case of so called �islands�
 the gap will be 	lled
with the surrounding area� but a good choice may
be more di�cult in other situations� The least im�
portant area feature a has the lowest value for im�
portance function� for example
 Importance�a� �
priority ta�Area�a� where priority ta is the weight
factor for the feature type of a� Neighbor b with

the highest value for collapse function may 	ll the
gap of feature a� An example collapse function
is Collapse�a� b� � compatibility ta�tb�Length�a� b�
with compatibility ta�tb the compatibility between
feature types of a and b� and Length�a� b� the
length of the shared boundary between a and b�
The compatibility is related to closeness of two
feature types of a and b in the feature classi	ca�
tion hierarchy associated with the data set� By
taking into account the spatial relationships� the
importance and the compatibility of area features
into account� an area partitioning hierarchy is cre�
ated�

The polygonal area partitioning is usually stored
in a topological data structure with nodes� edges�
and faces� The process� described below� for
producing an area partitioning hierarchy assumes
such a topological data structure ��� �� �� ��� The
topological elements have the following attributes
and relationships


� a node �or ��cell� contains its point and a
list of references to incoming�outgoing edges
sorted on the associated angle�

� an edge �or ��cell� contains its polyline�
length� references to the left and to the right
faces� and references to the begin and to the
end nodes�

� a face �or ��cell� contains its area� and a list of
sorted and signed references to edges forming
the outer ring �a sequence of edges forming a
closed loop� and possibly inner rings �related
to islands��

This topological data structure contains some re�
dundant information� enabling more e�cient pro�
cessing later on� After the topological data struc�
ture has been created� the following steps will pro�
duce a structure� called the Generalized Area Par�

titioning �GAP��tree �more details in ����� which
stores the required hierarchy


�� For each face a in the topological data struc�
ture an �unconnected node in the GAP�tree�
is created and an insert in the priority queue
is done based on the value of Importance�a��

�� Select the least important area feature a� The
priority queue supports the required opera�
tion dequeue �extract min� to 	nd this feature
e�ciently�



�� Use the topological data structure to 	nd the
neighbors of a and determine for every neigh�
bor b� the list of shared edges and the total

length of this common boundary Length�a� b��

� Fill the gap by selecting the neighbor b

with the highest value of the function

Collapse�a� b�� More details w�r�t� steps �
and  can be found in Subsection ����

�� Store the polygon and other attributes of face
a in its node in the GAP�tree and make a link
in the tree from parent b to child a�

�� Add face a to face b� adjust the topological
data structure �Subsection ����� recompute
Importance�b�� and adjust the position of fea�
ture b in the priority queue based on the new
importance value�

ISLAND

a.The scene b.The GAP-tree
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Fig� �
 The scene and the associated GAP�tree

Repeat the described steps ��� until only one huge
area feature is left� The result is stored in the
GAP�tree and the last area feature will form the
root of the GAP�tree� During the interactive use
in a GIS� the pre�computed GAP�tree is descended
until the importance of the current node �area fea�
ture� is below the required importance level for
a certain display operation� Figure ��a shows a
scene with a land�use map in the form of an area
partitioning� In Figure ��b the GAP�tree� as com�
puted by the procedure described above� is dis�
played� The polygon is a real self�contained sim�
ple polygon with coordinates� and it is not a list of
references to edges� The GAP�tree is a multi�way
tree and not a binary tree� Some visual results of
the on�the��y generalization techniques with real
data are displayed in Section �

� Implementation

This section describes in more detail how to 	nd
best neighbor� including all shared edges with this
neighbor �Subsection ���� and how to adjust the

��
��
��
��

Fig� �
 New islands may arise when joining faces�

topological data structure when collapsing two
area features �Subsection �����

��� Finding the best neighbor �steps � and

��

The least important face is delivered by the prior�
ity queue in step � and will be called face a� see
Section �� The boundary of a face is stored as
a list of ordered edges� which includes both the
outer ring and possible also inner ring�s� �enclos�
ing islands�� To 	nd a neighbor of face a� one has
to look at an edge on the boundary and determine
which face is on the other side of this edge� So�
when all edges on the boundary of a face are tra�
versed� all neighbor faces can be found� It is pos�
sible that a neighbor has multiple edges shared�
see Figure �� It is important that all these edges
are found before the collapse value is computed�
because this is based on the total length of the
shared boundary�

During the sequential traversal of the edges within
a ring� an initially empty list L is created which
keeps track of all neighbor faces in progress� That
is� neighbors of which possibly not all shared edges
may be found yet� Every time a new neighbor is
found� it is added to the front of list L� In case
neighbor b is found again� that is� b is already
somewhere in list L� then all neighbors in list L

before b are completely found� They can be pro�
cessed and removed from list L� When all edges in
a ring are handled there will still be one or more
neighbor faces in list L� which can now also be
processed� Processing a neighbor includes
 calcu�
lating the collapse value �based on the total length
of the shared edges and the compatibility of the
feature types� and saving the neighbor with the
highest collapse value� Note that the procedure
described above does work for the outer ring �face
a is a normal neighbor or face a is an island of
parent face b� and also for the inner ring �face a

is the parent of island face b��



Is was stated above that when neighbor b is found
again� all neighbors in front of neighbor b in list L
could be processed� It will now be proven that for
all neighbors in list L before neighbor b� all the
shared edges are known� Suppose the contrary�
This means that there is a neighbor face c before
face b in list L which is not completely found� This
means that face c has shared edges between and
after two shared edges of face b on the boundary
of face a� see Figure �� But this situation implies
that the faces b and c intersect�cross each other�
which is impossible for a planar topology� When
the data set is correct this can not happen�
contradiction
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Fig� �
 Face a with impossible neighbors b and c�

��	 Adjust the topological data structure

�step 
�

How the least important face a is added to its best
neighbor b is discussed in this subsection� Faces
are represented as list of edges in the topology
structure� In order to join two faces� two lists of
edges �edgelists� have to be connected� the shared
edges have to be removed and the new islands
which may arise� have to be discovered� It de�
pends on the situation which edgelists have to be
connected� Three di�erent situations can be dis�
tinguished� These situations are shown in Figures
� � and � �all simple cases� and Figures �� � and �
�all complex cases�� These di�erent situations can
be recognized by the use of a polygon�in�polygon
test �or point�in�polygon with the centroid��

In the situation �Normal neighbors� the edgelist
of the outer ring of face a and the edgelist of the
outer ring of face b have to be connected� That is�

b a

Fig� 
 Normal
neighbors ����

b

a

Fig� �
 Island
to parent ����

b

a

Fig� �
 Parent
to island ����

ab

Fig� �
 Normal
neighbors ����

b

a

Fig� �
 Island
to parent ����

b

a

Fig� �
 Parent
to island ����

shared edges are removed and the remaining parts
of the edgelists are coupled� In the situation �Add
island to parent� the edgelist of the outer ring of
face a and the edgelist of the matching inner ring
of face b have to be connected� In the situation
�Add parent to island� the edgelist of the matching
inner ring of face a and the edgelist of the outer
ring of face b have to be connected� Note that
in these last two cases complete edgelists may be
removed� see Figures � and �� The way remaining
parts of the two edgelists have to be connected is
in all situations the same� A shared edge is part of
both edgelists� The edges in front of and after the
shared edge in the edgelists have to be connected�
see Figure ���

prev

next prev
next

Fig� ��
 Connecting edgelists�

Connecting the edgelists has to be done for all
shared edges on both sides �nodes� of each shared
edge� During this process new edgelists arise
which form loops� A new edgelist can be found
after a shared edge is handled� The list of shared
edges EL may be handled forwards or backwards�
but the ordering of the shared edges may not be
changed� In case a shared edge e is not the 	rst
edge in list EL� then 	nd a new edgelist at the
node of shared edge e at the side where other
shared edges are already handled� e�g� node a of
edge e� in Figure �� assuming that shared edge e�

e3e2

a

e1

Fig� ��
 Forming new �inner� rings�
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Fig� ��
 New dangling edges�

is 	rst processed� In case a shared edge e is the
last edge in list EL �e�g� e��� then also 	nd a new
edgelist at the other side of this shared edge�

Two di�erent kinds of edgelist� representing new
rings of the boundary of the enlarged face� can be
distinguished� Edgelists with clockwise orienta�
tion and edgelists with counter clockwise orienta�
tion� Only one edgelist with clockwise orientation
will arise� This edgelist is the outer ring of the
enlarged face� All the other edgelists will have
counter clockwise orientation� These edgelists are
new inner rings �enclosing islands� of the enlarged
face�

When joining two faces it may be possible that
new dangling edges arise� which have to be re�
moved� That is� two succeeding edge references in
a newly created edgelist refer to the same edge�
but in opposite directions� see edges e� and e�
in Figure ��� These edges have to be discovered
and removed� Note that a new dangling edge can
only arise when the original edge did already have
the same face on both sides� These edges are not
needed for representing islands in the planar par�
tition� but may occur in the data set as linear
features without a width� e�g� a fence� Instead of
removing these edges during the creation of the
GAP�tree� they could also have been removed in
advance�

� Results

Two di�erent large scale topographic maps are
are used to test the GAP�tree
 GBKN �Subsec�
tion ��� maintained by the Cadastre and the
TOP��vector �Subsection ��� maintained by the
Topographic Service� Both maps are an accu�
rate representation of the terrain without any dis�

Fig� ��
 Legend for the maps�

Table �
 GBKN type priority
name color code priority

terrain green TRN �
road grey WEG ��
water blue WTR ��
crossing black KNP �
building red GBW ��
railroad brown SBN ��

placement of features due to cartographic reasons�
However� in TOP��vector some feature represen�
tations are simpli	ed�

��� Results with the GBKN

The large�scale base map of The Netherlands�
known as GBKN� is usually produced by pho�
togrammetric stereo plotting with 	eld completion
�especially for buildings�� Its presentation scale
is �
����� and it has an almost nationwide cover�
age of buildings� roads and waterways� The ac�
curacy of the GBKN is stated in terms of rela�
tive precision
 in rural areas the relative precision
between two well de	ned points should be better
than �

p
�cm� in urban areas better than ��

p
�cm

���� The GBKN is a line oriented map and has
no area features� In the future also� topologically
structured� area features will be represented in the
map called vGBKN� A prototype vGBKN data set
has been produced of the municipality of Zeve�
naar� and contains six main area feature types�
see Table ��

The generalization requirements for the vGBKN
depend on the purpose of the generalized map�
assume this is to visualize the clusters of urban
area�s and the connecting roads� So� crossings
�low priority� may be added to roads� Further�
assume that railroads and waterways are not im�
portant �low priority� and may be added to the
terrain� In the urban territory it is required that




Fig� �
 vGBKN � �original map� Fig� ��
 vGBKN �

Fig� ��
 vGBKN � Fig� ��
 vGBKN  �	nal map�

�� terrain should be added to buildings� progres�
sively� �� then roads should be added to enlarged
buildings �	rst unimportant roads then important
roads�� �� 	nally� one big building face should be
left� possibly with a number of important roads�
In the rural territory it is required that
 �� build�
ings should be added to the terrains� �� terrains
and the other kind of faces should be joined to�
gether� �� roads must stay on the map for as long
as possible� � 	nally� one big terrain face should
be left�

In the GBKN data set there is no distinction be�
tween the grounds in urban territory and the ter�
rains in rural area� The only distinction between
these faces is the size of their area� With this in
mind and after several iterations of experiments

Table �
 GBKN type compatibility �vertical
 face
to be removed� horizontal
 face to be added to�

TRN WEG WTR KNP GBW SBN

TRN ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ���

WEG ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ����	

WTR ��
 ����	 ��� ����	 ����	 ����	

KNP ��	 ��� ��� ��� ����	 ���

GBW ��� ����	 ��� ����	 ��� ����	

SBN ��	 ����	 ��� ��� ����	 ���



with the importance and compatibility values� the
Tables � and � are obtained �more details can be
found in ������ The visual results of the on�the�
�y generalization of the vGBKN can be seen �all
on the same presentation scale for good compari�
son� in Figures �� ��� ��� and �� by incrementally
raising the minimum importance value� The rela�
tionship between the minimum importance value
and the proper scale still has to be determined by
further experiments� Pushing the GAP�tree by re�
quiring very high importance values� may change
the Gestalt� as in Figure ��� However at the tar�
get scale this region covers only  or � pixels on
the screen� so the e�ect is not visible�

As the emphasis is on generalization of area par�
titionings with the GAP�tree� the line and points
features have been omitted� In Figure �� the roads
in rural territory are not completely present� The
only way to solve this is to increase the priority of
roads� But to increase the priority of roads implies
that roads get more important than the enlarged
buildings� In fact� the roads in rural territory have
to get more important� progressively� This may
be achieved by enlarging the width of these roads�
implying that also the area and the importance
of these roads is increased progressively� A more
detailed description of this idea can be found in
Section ��

��	 Results with the TOP��vector

The TOP��vector is usually produced by pho�
togrammetric mono plotting with 	eld comple�
tion� Its presentation scale is �
������ and it has
an almost nationwide coverage of buildings� roads�
waterways and many di�erent terrain types� The
accuracy of TOP��vector is stated in terms of ab�
solute precision with relation to the national ref�
erence system
 the location of points should be
better then � meter� It is assumed that the gener�
alization goal with the TOP��vector is the same
as in the GBKN test� see Subsection ��� The
TOP��vector has more detailed classi	cations for
the di�erent types of the terrain features�

In this data set there is a special classi	cation
for terrain in urban territory� called �grounds�� see
faintly red regions in Figure ��� The grounds can
be added easily to the buildings in urban territory
by giving them a low priority and high compati�
bility with buildings� This means that the other
terrain features can have a higher priority value

compared to the GBKN data set� Roads are dis
tinguished in important roads� unimportant roads
and cycle�tracks� This creates the opportunity to
handle these three types of roads di�erently� Im�
portant roads can be maintained much longer than
unimportant roads� This is done by giving the
important roads a higher priority than the unim�
portant roads� Also important roads can be main�
tained in one part� This means that the important
road faces have to be joined as much as possible�
Therefore� the compatibility between an impor�
tant road and all the other kind of faces have to
be reduced� so it becomes more likely that impor�
tant road faces will be joined with each other� In
the GBKN data set this only occurred to a certain
degree which is still desirable for the unimportant
roads� Cycle�tracks get the lowest priority of all
types of road and a high compatibility with those
other types of road� This implies that the cycle�
tracks will be selected before the other types of
road and be added to these other types�

After several iterations of testing priority and
compatibility tables� the results of GAP�tree gen�
eralization of the TOP��vector can be seen in Fig�
ures ��� ��� ��� and �� �more details can be found
in ������ Note that is is still impossible to keep the
roads on the highly generalized maps� Also for
this data set� an improvement of the GAP�tree
method is required� see Section ��

� Improvements to the GAP�tree

Until now results with the standard GAP�tree are
presented� In this section two important improve�
ments are described
 parallel lines for linear fea�
tures �Subsection ���� and handling very large
data sets �Subsection ����

��� Introducing parallel lines

In Section  was mentioned that the width of the
roads should be enlarged progressively� This may
be achieved by adding parallel lines to these �lin�
ear� feature types� in the input data set� To en�
large the roads progressively one or more of these
parallel lines have to be created for these roads
on various distances� e�g� at d� �d� d� and so on�
So� smaller �less important� strips implied by the
parallel lines are closer to the original road feature
and will be added to the original feature early on�
The number of parallel lines and the initial dis�
tance d are parameters for feature types �similar



Fig� ��
 Top��vector � �original map� Fig� ��
 Top��vector �

to importance�� Adding the strips one by one to
the original face will enlarge it progressively�
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Fig� ��
 Parallel line�

One way to construct a parallel line is to traverse
all line segments of the polyline �edge�� A par�
allel line segment can be created by moving the
original line segment along its perpendicular� To
make from two neighbor parallel line segments one
parallel polyline an intersection point of the two
parallel base lines has to be calculated� Figure ��
shows an example of a parallel polyline created

this way� This can be done for all line segments�
because two non�parallel lines always have an com�
mon intersection point �take care of �exceptions���

Fig� ��
 Situations with very small angles�

When there are two line segments which share a
very small angle� then the two parallel lines will
have an intersection point which is situated very
far away� see Figure ��� This can be avoided by
a check on the distance between the intersection
point of the original line segments �o� and the in�
tersection point of the created line segments �p��
When this distance is larger than a certain default
value� replace p by another point closer to o which
honors the default value� An example is shown is
Figure ��

In the GBKN data set parallel faces may be cre�
ated for roads� These parallel faces should be
joined with the roads progressively� Before the
GAP�tree is built the created parallel faces will



Fig� ��
 Top��vector � Fig� ��
 Top��vector  �	nal map�

2d

d

Fig� �
 Solution for a very small angle�

not be of the type road� but it will have the
same type as the face �f� which used to be on
the same place on the map� usually terrain� So
face f is divided in a several disjoint faces of the
same type depending on the number of parallel
lines� The Collapse function should take care of
the fact that these parallel faces should be joined
with the corresponding road progressively� that is
Collapse�p� r� � Collapse�p� a�� where face r is a
road� face p is �part of� the parallel face which has
been created for road r� and face a is face f minus
face p� In the GBKN data set this face a will most
likely be a terrain� One way to solve the problem
is to make the compatibility between TRN�WEG
larger than TRN�TRN� As this may seam counter
intuitive� another solution to the problem could
be to adjust the Collapse function in a way that
also the neighbor priority are used to calculate
the collapse value� For this purpose the Collapse

function could be de	ned in the following way

Collapse�a� b� � priority b � compatibility ta�tb �
Length�a� b� When this Collapse function is used in
the present example� then the parallel faces will be
added to the roads� But what will happen with all
the other �non�parallel� faces Now all the non�
parallel faces are in danger of being joined with
the most important neighbor face instead of the
most compatible neighbor face! Further tests are
required here� It may be useful to make a distinc�
tion between a �parallel� face and an �ordinary�
face� w�r�t� priority and compatibility values�

��	 GAPtree for very large data set

During the execution of the tests� we encountered
�machine limitation� when building a GAP�tree for
a very large data set� The current algorithm is
based on a main memory approach� before the re�
sult is stored again in the database� So� data sets
are becoming too large to be processed at once
by a GAP�tree construction program� The size
of the data sets will increase even more if paral�
lel lines of the previous subsection are introduced�
A technique is required to process the data sets in
smaller units� without a�ecting the 	nal result too



Table �
 Number of elements per representation
�number of coordinates within brackets�

GBKN Top��vector

"edges ����� �������� ������ ���������
"faces ���� �������� ������ ���������
"gaps ���� ��������� ������ ���������

much� It is important to note that in the database�
where the GAP�tree is stored� there is no signi	�
cant overhead�

In Table � it is shown how many coordinates
are stored in the edges �of the planar topology��
how may coordinates would be stored in the poly�
gons �in a representation without topology�� and
how many coordinates are stored in the GAP�tree
representation� The overhead �redundant coordi�
nates� of the GAP�tree is about ��# to �# more
more compared to the polygon based representa�
tion� One might expect that the number of coor�
dinates in the polygon based representation would
be nearly two times larger that the number of co�
ordinates in the topology based edge representa�
tion� From Table � it can be observed that this is
not the case� An explanation for this fact is that
our edges have a relative few number of points per
line and the begin and end point are included �in�
troducing redundancy in nodes��� Further� there
are many houses in the data sets� which will re�
sult in many holes in the topology structure� In
this case the edge based representation has even
one coordinate more than the polygon based rep�
resentation� which does not repeat the begin�end
point�

However� due to the internal data structure in the
program� there is a signi	cant overhead during
the construction of the GAP�tree� Assume that
a �k � �k processing grid can be imposed on the
domain with on the average n area features with
their centroid inside a processing grid cell� These
n area features are generalized with the GAP�
tree to n features� Then this processing grid cell
can be merged with it�s � quadtree neighbors ����
The larger processing grid cell will contain again

�We considered explicitly storing the nodes and only

storing the intermediate points of the edges� It was de�

cided not to implement this model� because non�topology

based visualization of the edges is not possible� The poly�

gon based model was not implemented� because the edges

have their own attributes as they are also regarded as fea�

tures and not only as parts of face boundaries

n generalized area features on the average� The
same steps can be repeated until there is only one
processing grid cell left�

In the GBKN data set parallel faces may be cre�
ated for roads� These Drawback of this quadtree
method will be that two very similar features�
close together� but on the other side of a major
quadtree split line will not be joined until the
last step� Therefore� Field�tree ��� is suggested
as the split lines are shifted at every level in this
�tree�� An additional advantage of this divide�and�
conquer method to build the GAP�tree� is that it
may be easier to make local updates without re�
computing the whole data set� The local change
will not in�uence the neighbor grid cell process�
ing� However� all levels above will still have to be
recomputed�

� Conclusion

The GAP�tree is a structure which can store all
the generalizations in such a way that for every
scale the matching generalizations can be deter�
mined� rapidly� In this project the GAP�trees
were built for two di�erent data sets
 vGBKN and
Top��vector� After setting the feature type prior�
ity and compatibility values� which turned out to
be non trivial� the generalizations were performed
completely automatically� To what extent the gen�
eralization requirements can be met depends on
the way the features can be distinguished� The
results with a more detailed classi	ed data set are
better than with a less detailed data set�

Tests with GAP�trees� with parallel lines for cer�
tain feature types� are planned for the near future�
Better tools for setting feature type importance
and compatibility between feature types are re�
quired� in order to easily produce GAP�trees for
other tasks� Other data structure can be used in
combination with the GAP�tree� The Reactive�

tree may be used to e�ciently store the GAP�tree
in a DBMS� based on location and importance
value ����� The Binary Line Generalization�tree

�BLG�tree� ���� takes care of the �line� simpli	ca�
tion part of the generalization process�

Further research is required to determine how
the GAP�tree can be maintained e�ciently under
edit operations� instead of rebuilding the complete
GAP�tree� A solution for this may be the divide�
and�conquer method for large data sets as sug�



gested in the previous section� Finally� research
is also required to incorporate other generaliza�
tion techniques to support
 symbolization� and
displacement �����

The GAP�tree is very suited for an internet�web
vector map application� Initially� only the higher
levels of the GAP�tree need to be transmitted for
the overview map� This is then 	lled with more
detail until the user stops this process or it is
stopped automatically� When a user zooms in�
lower level nodes of the GAP�tree may be trans�
mitted� providing more detail on top of the bu�er
with top level nodes already present at the client
side�
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